## Department of Philosophy

### Plan Type | Code | Program | Plan | Cumulative GPA | Course 1 | Minimum Grade | Course 2 | Minimum Grade | Cumulative GPA | Course | Minimum Grade
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Major | PHIL-M-BA | BA(Hons) | Philosophy | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | C | N/A | N/A | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
Specialization | PPEC (PHPE) | BA(Hons) | Politics, Philosophy and Economics | | | No Automatic Acceptance** | | | | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | PASS
Minor (Arts) | PHIL-Y | Philosophy | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | C | N/A | N/A | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
General (Arts) | PHIL-G-BA | BA | Philosophy | 0.7 | N/A | N/A | N/A | N/A | 0.7 | N/A | N/A
Medial | ARTHPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Art History & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
CLASSPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Classical Studies & Philosophy | 2.0 | PHIL 1## | C | N/A | N/A | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
DEVSPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Global Development Studies & Philosophy | 2.8 | PHIL 1## | C | DEVS 100 | B- | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | PASS
DRAMPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Drama & Philosophy | C | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 1.6 | DRAM 100 or (BISC 100 and BISC 101) | C
ECONPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Economics & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | ECON 1## | PASS
ENGLPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | English & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | ENGL 100 | PASS
ENVSPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Environmental Studies & Philosophy | 2.3 | PHIL 1## | C | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | PASS
FILMPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Film and Media Studies & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 1.9 | FILM 110 or (BISC 100 and FILM 104) | C
FRENPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | French Studies & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
GENDPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Gender Studies & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
GPHYPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Geography & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | PASS
GMSTPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Philosophy & German Studies | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | C | N/A | N/A | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | PASS
HISPHER-A | BA(Hons) | Hispanic Studies and Philosophy | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | C | N/A | N/A | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
HISTPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | History & Philosophy | 2.0 | PHIL 1## | C | HIST 1## or (BISC 100 or BISC 101) | C | 1.6 | HIST 1## or (BISC 100 or BISC 101) | C
HLTHPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Health Studies & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 2.3 | HLTH 101 | B
MASTPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Mathematics & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
MUSCPHIL-A | BA(Hons) | Music & Philosophy | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
PHILPOLS-A | BA(Hons) | Philosophy & Political Studies | 2.5 | PHIL 1## | C | POLS 110 | B- | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | PASS
PHILPSYC-A | BA(Hons) | Philosophy & Psychology | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 1.9 | PSYC 100 | B-
PHILREL-A | BA(Hons) | Philosophy & Religious Studies | 1.9 | PHIL 1## | C | N/A | N/A | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
PHILSOCY-A | BA(Hons) | Philosophy & Sociology | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS
PHILSTAT-A | BA(Hons) | Philosophy & Statistics | | | No Automatic Acceptance* | | | 0.7 | PHIL 1## | PASS

* No automatic acceptance; both departments will consult with each other to determine acceptance.

NOTE: ** Students requesting PPEC will all be placed on a pending list based on their choice of sub-plan. Preference will be given to students who have completed 12 units or more in a 100-level course in ECON, PHIL and POLS.

Department Contact: philug@queensu.ca

NOTE: While every attempt is made to ensure our web pages are up to date and accurate, sometimes errors occur. We apologize for any discrepancies on this page. The information was last updated February 2021.